
Week 1: 
ambivalence

Week 2: 
equanimity

Week 3: 
coalesce

Week 4:
pervasive

Week 5: 
transcendent

ambivalence

ambiguity

invaluable

valor

evaluate

convergence

valiant

validation

valedictory

divergence

equanimity

equivocate

serenity

animatedly

inequality

equality

adequate

brutality

equity

finality

coalesce

adolescent

adolescence

cohabitate

coalition

coincidentally

cogent

coincide

cohesive

cofounder

pervasive

perfume

inventive

retentive

evade

evasive

perennial

perfunctory

perpetual

permanent

transcendent

descent

luminescent

convergent

transfigure

translucent

ascend

transient

transferable

transcription

Week 6: 
exonerate

Week 7: 
immutable

Week 8: 
emancipate

Week 9: 
photographic

Week 10: 
superfluous

exonerate

gravitate

exotic

onerous

excavate

aggravated

onus

extrapolate

substantiate

exception

immutable

mutants

unflappable

immorality

mutation

impediment

mutate

mutability

impartial

certifiable

emancipate

emerge

suffocate

mandate

unanticipated

manual

evaporate

emanate

reciprocate

elude

photographic

photogenic

graphic

photosynthesis

nomadic

calligraphy

titanic

topographic

moronic

seismograph

superfluous

supernova

superabundance

zealous

rigorous

fluent

flux

superior

fluidity

righteous
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Week 11:  
infallible

Week 12: 
trepidation

Week 13: 
introspection

Week 14: 
abrogate

Week 15: 
egress

infallible trepidation introspection abrogate egress

fallacious trepid introversion interrogation progression

illustrate aspect abdicated congressional

ideate resurrection absorb egregious

irascible tolerate introduce abduction

indefinite iterations dissatisfaction surrogate aggressor

audible recreate recollection arrogance elusive

terrible trepidacious prospect elaborate

intrepid perspective abstract digression

fallible recreation speculate calibrate progressive

Week 16: 
laboriously

Week 17:
dilapidated

Week 18: 
untenable

Week 19: 
dissimilar

Week 20: 
corroborate

dilapidated untenable corroborate

collaborate sustainable granular robust

laborer divest unbearable disruption corrosive

opinionated tension correspondent

unjust insular fixate

attenuate triangulate

dilute tenor corroboration

dubious tenant corridor

belabor invigorated verifiable rejuvenate

envious dilapidation reputable correlate
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Week 21: 
surpass contemporaneous

Week 22: Week 23: 
acquiescent

Week 24: 
inspiration

Week 25: 
perplexing

surpass acquiescent inspiration perplexing

surname conflict accustom aspiration persistent

impasse miscellaneous unrequited inculcate appealing

passage extraneous accrue inclination appetizing

surrealism simultaneous acquire perspiration infuriating

bypass converse opalescent spiritless complexion

surfeit conduct iridescent respiration perplex

passable temporary quiescent dispirited permeate

surveillance tempo quietude indoctrinate plexus

surmount contemporary acclimate inspire peruse

Week 26: 
obligatory

Week 27: 
desolate

Week 28: 
endorsement

Week 29: 
ingest

Week 30: 
warily

obligatory desolate endorsement ingest warily

objective solipsism enthrall intruder warehouse

ligament declare dorsal digestible merrily

liaison definitive endear indebted contrarily

exploratory sole merriment gesticulate beware

obliged considerate encroach indent customarily

disobedient proportionate enforce suggestive aware

explanatory articulate endorse inclusion primarily

obvious demonstrate maltreatment gesture wariness

celebratory solely disentangle congestion airily
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Week 31: 
implication

Week 32: 
artificial

Week 33: 
intellectual

Week 34:
misnomer

Week 35: 
viaduct

implication artificial intellectual misnomer viaduct

appliance edifice intellect nominate aqueduct

simplify artisan factual mishandle trivialize

relationship artful neglect nomenclature induct

pliers artless selective nomination deviate

pliancy prolific instinctual ignominy obviate

by-productimminent differential predilection miscalculate

misapplied sacrifice conceptual misconstrue productivity

imperative artifice lecture nominally deduction

ovation glacial elect binomial reductive

Week 36: 
proliferate

Week 37: 
accuracy

Week 38:
convocation

Week 39:
perjury

Week 40: 
incessant

proliferate accuracy convocation perjury incessant

aggregate curators congenial impervious incongruous

estimate procure disconcerted perish intractable

conifer access invocation jurisprudence indelible

contemplate legacy irrevocable jury inconspicuous

proletariat accommodate interpretation juror cessation

Carboniferous security generalization perjure observant

proliferate privacy vocalization injurious compliant

situate accentuate conclave perspire secession

aquifer curative evocative injury intercession
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